On today’s call were

Tuan Anh Do, Assistant Director, Systems Support Group, Undergraduate Admissions, San Francisco State University (CA), and Co-Chair of ERUG

Bob Hewett, Principal Software Engineer, Data Solutions, Pearson, and Co-Chair of ERUG

Tom Stewart, Miami Dade College (FL) - Retired Registrar, & Member of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee

Bob started the call at 3 minutes after the hour.

Crosswalk from PESC XML Response to Request for Transcript to EDI TS147: We approved the final draft of the crosswalk discussed on the past few calls of ERUG. On behalf of ERUG, Tom will send it to PESC for posting on the Resource Center section of the PESC web site.

New Enumerated Value for “CourseLevel”: We received a request from the State University System of New York (SUNY) to add a new enumerated value of “Regents” to the current list for the simple data element “CourseLevel” defined in Core Main.

SUNY intends to implement the PESC XML High School Transcript next year for students applying to SUNY schools.

This request was approved on today’s call.

Academic Record Batch Schema: SUNY also raised a concern that the Batch Schema Version 2.0 uses an earlier version of Core Main (Version 1.5) and also an earlier version of Academic Record (Version 1.4) that might conflict with the Core Main and Academic Record versions in the payload documents (the instance documents of the latest version of the XML High School Transcripts).

We discussed this and agreed that there is no conflict and that was the way the Batch Schema was designed. The payload instance documents do not have to use the same versions of Core Main and Sector Libraries as are used in the Batch Schema.
**PESC ERUG Conference Call Notes for May 10, 2011**

**Next Release of PESC Schemas:** Although the PESC Change Control Board (CCB) has approved all the changes that ERUG recently submitted, we are waiting on the person (Jeff Funck) who currently maintains all the schemas (including Core Main and our various sector libraries) to update these files for the PESC April 2011 official release.

Once Jeff has done his work and ERUG reviews it, then it can be posted to the PESC web site as the official approved release.

Then Tom intends to create new PDF versions of the Implementation Guides for each of the new schema versions, including new instance documents. These will then be reviewed by ERUG and posted to the PESC web site.

Then new crosswalks will also need to be created.

**PESC XML Implementation Guides:** Since we will be creating new versions of several Implementation Guides, we discussed changes in style and/or format for these documents. Bob suggested we might look at the way SIF posts its schemas on its web site for K-12 schools. The SIF method might present some advantages for PESC users as well.

Today’s call ended at 26 minutes after the hour.

**Next Conference Call is Tuesday, May 17, 2011** at noon Eastern (11 am Central, 10 am Mountain, and 9 am Pacific) Daylight Saving Time. Call 866.352.3799; Meeting Number *7696363*.

**Next Face to Face Meeting of ERUG:** PESC Fall Data Summit October 12-14, 2011 in San Francisco at the Fisherman’s Wharf Sheraton Hotel.